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Double Ballad of Life and Death Double 
Ballad on Nothingness of Things  
 







          Fools 
may pine, and sots may swill, / Cynics gibe, and prophets rail, / Moralists may scourge and drill, / Preachers prose, and 
fainthearts quail    , , The big teetotum twirls, / And 
epochs wax and wane / As chance subsides and swirls; / But of the loss and gain / The sum is always plain
 
Double Ballad of Life and Death
panoramic view) 
Let them whine, or threat, or wail! / Till the touch of Circumstance / Down to darkness sink the scale . 
-up view
          
,        What if skies be wan and 
chill? / What if winds be harsh and stale? / Presently the east will thrill, / And the sad and shrunken sail / Bellying with 
a kindly gale, / Bear you sunwards, while your chance / Sends you back the hopeful hail [    
,         ,  
       ,    .   
 (     )      .   
  ,        ,   
     A MAN IS A SPECK IN THE STORMY SEA OF LIFE.  
      , 
      We grovel, or we reign; / We saunter, or we brawl; / We 
search the stars for Fame, / Or sink her subterranities       
      ,           
,     Life is a smoke that curls  / Curls in a flickering skein, / That 
winds and whisks and whirls, / A figment thin and vain, / Into the vast Inane      
 ,   ,       
,     ,   ,   




       VICE::VIRTUE 
( :: ),       ,     
  ,  .     
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         Inanity, Nothingness ( ). 
    (       
   GOOD IS UP::BAD IS DOWN,    ,   
      NOTHINGNESS. 
 
 
 EARTH IS A TWIRLING TEETOTUM
Till the touch of 
sircumstance / Down to darkness sink the scale The sad and shrunken sail / bellying with a kindly gale, / Bear you 
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